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Just a minute

THE BIG READ

THE
GOOD
L Mr Lim Siong Guan
complements the many
published musings of
Singaporean statesmen
with his rare and robust
insights on why and how
policies here are put into
practice. His tone
throughout is less “I am
telling you so” and more
“Here’s why I did this
and why you might find it
helpful”. Most
Singaporeans are fans of
self-help books; they will
find in Lim’s debut effort
an effective one
customised for the
Singapore context.
L Mr Lim insists on “just
in time” practices, that is,
carrying out ideas that
suit the situation at that
point in time. In fact, he
told The Straits Times in
a recent interview, he had
written three chapters of
this book some seven
years ago, but held off on
completing it as by then
he had moved on to chair
the Economic
Development Board (EDB)
and, a year later, help
steer the Government of
Singapore Investment
Corporation (GIC). So he
wanted to road-test first
his prescriptions at both
EDB and GIC before he
finished this book.
L His style of writing,
which is as clear and
considered as the way he
speaks, is a study in
itself. It is sharp, succinct
and says just enough for
his points to stick in one’s
mind. It would not be
over-egging the pudding
to say that the manner of
this book is akin to what
you would get if you
crossed Ernest Gowers’
The Complete Plain
Words (1954) with the
timelessly instructive
Lord Chesterfield’s
Letters To His Son (1749).
L His most resonant
messages, that is, one
must strive to “be in
time” and “be in time for
the future”, are exactly
what global business
leaders such as
Hewlett-Packard chief
Meg Whitman advise
people to do.

THE
BAD
L Mr Lim’s Chapter Five,
which chronicles the
1990s mass movement
here known as Public
Service for the 21st
Century (PS21), would
have worked better as an
appendix to the book. As
it stands, it seems like a
policy paper which
hushes the immediate and
intimate voice of the
narrator in preceding
chapters.

THE
IFFY
L Those who have been
in public service within
the past 20 years may
find some ideas that make
his book seem dated.
These include the call for
companies as well as
individuals to find their
mission and vision in life;
that teammates should
cooperate like musicians
in an orchestra; and that
people who are too
contented are like frogs
unwittingly boiling to
death in a slowly heating
kettle. Perspectives on
complexity and
uncertainty have
displaced the older ideas.
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FIVE QUESTIONS THIS BOOK ANSWERS
1. What is the secret of happiness?
2. How can you best build confidence in yourself and others?
3. Why should you do things that do not interest you?
4. How can you communicate best with everyone else?
5. Why is building a nation not the same as building a city?

Nail problems without
hammering people
Former civil service chief Lim Siong Guan offers answers to life’s hardest questions in his book
The Leader, The Teacher
And You: Leadership
Through A Third Generation
By Lim Siong Guan and Joanne H. Lim
152 pages/World Scientific
Publishing/$51.36 with GST (hardcover)
or $29.96 with GST (softcover) from
major bookstores

By CHEONG SUK-WAI
SENIOR WRITER

IN 1980, high-flying civil servant
Lim Siong Guan met a Singaporean manager who had studied
and worked so well in Japan that
even the Japanese mistook him for
a countryman.
Mr Lim, who was at that time
principal private secretary to then
Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew,
asked the man what the difference
between Japanese and Singaporean children was.
The latter replied that if a Japanese father wanted to hang a picture and asked his son for a hammer, his son would bring him a
hammer. But then the father
would ask him, “So where’s the
nail?” and the child would say,
“I’m sorry, of course I should
have brought you a nail too.”
But, the manager continued, if
a Singaporean father asked his
son for the tool and then demanded why the latter had not given
him a nail too, the Singaporean
son would have likely said: “If you
wanted a nail, you should have
told me to bring one.”
In a recent interview, Mr Lim
recalled: “He said the Japanese
child has been taught from a
young age to think about the purpose of anything; that is, see the
bigger picture.
“Therefore you must think not
only of what or how to do something, but why. And he said maybe not so many Singaporean children are brought up with that
frame of mind of asking why, because if you don’t understand
why something is (the way it is),
you wouldn’t know how to improve.”
Time has, of course, marched
on since Mr Lim’s encounter with
that manager, but it is among the
anecdotes Mr Lim includes in his
debut book, titled The Leader,
The Teacher And You.
The golden thread running
through it is how to find, and live,
a life of purpose because that really is the way to be happy.
His punchy, smarts-packed
book, to be launched next Wednesday, has been written with the
help of his daughter Joanne, who
is a Princeton University alumna
in her 30s and managing director
of public relations consultancy
The Right Perspective.
His daughter, who declined to
be interviewed on the book because “the ideas and concepts are
my father’s, and I am merely a facilitator”, helped with the con-

Mr Lim makes it clear that he means for this book to be read by all, be they stay-at-home mothers, emergency room
nurses or secondary school students, and he takes the tone of a benevolent uncle. ST PHOTO: ASHLEIGH SIM
cept and design, putting in subtle
yet significant details to hold the
reader’s attention.
So every page of their narrative
is flanked by a page of key learning points in bold, as well as the
occasional quote from such thinkers as Machiavelli, Mr Dee Hock,
founder and former CEO of America’s Visa credit card association
(now known as just Visa), and
former deputy prime minister
Goh Keng Swee, who Mr Lim considers one of his two “master
teachers” in Singapore, the other

being former prime minister Lee.
Mr Lim’s approach is refreshThe only segment that sags ing because, contrary to the popusomewhat is Chapter Five – in lar view of the average worker as
which Mr Lim recounts the mis- a sometime shirker, he believes
sion and vision of
that almost everyone
PS21, or the Singapore
takes pride in everySEE EXCERPTS
Civil Service’s bid to
thing he or she does, alON THE
transform itself from
most always wants to
NEXT PAGE
being sometimes preocgive his or her best to
cupied and plodding to
others and does not
being more agile and rewant to look stupid.
sponsive to others – which reFor those who buck that belief,
flects not on the service but the Mr Lim highlights the cautionary
subject matter being written tale of a soon-to-retire carpenter
about.
asked by his boss to build one last

house. Miffed at such a latecoming job, Mr Lim notes, the carpenter delivers a shabby result – only
to be told by his boss that the
house was a retirement present
for him.
The Lims have divided their
book into three parts. The first,
covering six chapters, is about Mr
Lim’s own life experiences. He
does not dwell overly much on
these, but still engages and inspires the reader deeply, not least
because he is the son of a taxi driver and teacher who went from
working in a sewage treatment
plant to becoming one of Singapore’s most trusted men.
The second part of his book has
four chapters, which all focus on
what leadership should be. He suggests that the best leader is one so
unobtrusive yet effective that his
followers wind up thinking that
they achieved success on their
own steam.
Mr Lim makes it clear at the
outset that he means for this book
to be read by all, be they stay-athome mothers, emergency room
nurses or secondary school students. He more than makes good
on that promise, taking the tone
of a benevolent uncle who has his
reader’s best interests in mind.
For example, he asks: When is
the only time you should be angry
at yourself? Answer: When you
are not the best that you can be,
he suggests.
What to him is failure then?
Not learning from the past, not
adapting to the present and not anticipating the future, he muses.
How could you best avoid crises? “Change in good times so
that you change in good time,” he
says. Got a bad boss? Learn what
not to do from him, and make
sure you do not behave to others
as your boss behaves towards
you, he reasons.
Don’t know how to write an appealing press release? Say what
you mean from the heart, say the
authors, and proceed to show you
how.
Keen to pursue your passion?
Then beware, he argues, because
you may learn nothing new when
you focus on what you already
know and like.
Each of his points is very hard
to practise, and so this book is not
for wimps. As he advises in the
book, one should take the escalator instead of the stairs, but then
walk up the escalator because that
would save the most time.
For good measure, he has included 12 challenges to you to
make the most of your talents and
circumstances. For instance,
would you stop what you are doing to console others? Or turn the
other cheek to detractors? Or give
others a second chance? He
would, and has, as many among
his former colleagues will tell you.
Above all, Mr Lim would ask
them: “How can I help you do
your job better?”
Which neatly underscores his
philosophy of nailing problems
without hammering those who
have to deal with them.
suk@sph.com.sg

FACT FILE: A Yoda and a Duracell bunny
FORMER Singapore Civil
Service chief Lim Siong Guan
believes that teaching is a very
special calling.
As Mr Lim, 66, told The
Straits Times in a recent
interview: “There is something
very special about the teacher ...
who seeks to do his or her best
to draw the most out of the
potential of the child.”
A few teachers are very
special people in his life too,
namely his wife Jennifer, his
mother Mary and his sister
Violet, to whom he has
dedicated his book, The Leader,

The Teacher And You.
His father was a taxi driver,
and those in the know often cite
the younger Lim as a model of
meritocracy here.
Among other accolades, this
old boy of Anglo-Chinese
School was a President’s
Scholar, which took him to the
University of Adelaide to study
mechanical engineering in 1965.
Upon graduating with first
class honours in 1969, he joined
the Civil Service here and in his
37 years with it, was former
prime minister Lee Kuan Yew’s
first principal private secretary

from 1978 to 1981; the
permanent secretary in the
ministries of defence, education
and finance; and the head of the
Civil Service between 1999 and
2006.
Over the years, his colleagues
have come to call him an
all-knowing, all-seeing “Yoda”
and a “Duracell bunny who just
keeps going and going after all
around him have gone flat”, as
his former Ministry of Finance
colleague Tan Kim Siew recalled
in a tribute book to Mr Lim,
titled Our Teacher and
published by the Ministry of

Finance in 2006.
Singapore awarded him the
Order Of Nila Utama (First
Class) in 2006, when he took
early retirement at the age of
59.
But he hardly paused for
breath because by October that
year, he was made chairman of
the Economic Development
Board.
Since September 2007, he
has helped steer the
Government of Singapore
Investment Corporation, first as
its group managing director and
now as its group president.

But it is his imparting of
life’s deepest lessons to his
former colleagues that they
remember most about him
fondly.
Those with him in the
Ministry of Finance even
published a book in tribute to
him in the mid-2000s.
As one of them, Mr Pang Kin
Keong, who worked with Mr
Lim between 1994 and 1998,
recalled: “With Mr Lim, it was
never just another meeting.
There was always a lesson to be
learnt, in reasoning, principles,
or simply about life in general.”

